Jamie Foxx excelled playing this musical great in "__"
Brad Pitt starred as Achilles in the Trojan epic "__"
Disaster flick "The Day __ Tomorrow"
Will Smith starred in the Isaac Asimov inspired movie "I, __"
Romantic zombie comedy hit - "__ of the Dead"
Back to the land of Far, Far, Away - to visit the in-laws in "__ 2"
A new take on the Knights of the Round Table in "King __"
Billy Bob Thornton in the football movie "Friday Night __"
George Clooney, Brad Pitt and friends are back in "__ Twelve"
Will Smith voiced the hero in the animated "__ Tale"
Linklater's sequel to 1995's "Before Sunrise", "Before ___"
Scorsese's Howard Hughes biopic, "The ___"
Harry Potter and the "Prisoner of ___"
Tom Hank's in a new Christmas classic "The Polar ___"
Mel Gibson's religious epic spoken in Aramaic
"The ___ of the Opera": huge musical makes it to the big screen
Treasure hunting for the family in Disney's "__ Treasure"
Jim Carrey in "Eternal Sunshine of the ___ Mind"
Futuristic "Sky Captain and the World of ___"
Johnny Depp plays J. M. Barrie in "Finding ___"
Adam Sandler stars in James L. Brooks' "__"
Tobey Maguire's superhero is back in "__ 2"
Matt Damon returns as Jason Bourne in "The Bourne ___"
Tom Cruise plays the villain to Jamie Foxx's everyman in "__"
Michael Moore's controversial documentary "__ 9/11"
Remake of the classic 1962 thriller, "The ___ Candidate"
Disney's entry into the superhero genre, "The ___"
"Lemony Snicket's A Series of ___ Events"